contacted Rowdy and set up the hunt.
As the hunt approached, Rowdy called
and asked if I minded sharing my hunt
dates with another bow hunter, Jack
Frost. Are you crazy! Who wouldn’t
want to hunt with a legend? Yes, I was
ecstatic to say the least. I was able to
connect on day one on a stalk with
Rowdy. I got to spend the next two
days hunting alongside Jack and watch

through the spotting scope as Jack
closed the deal on day three. Cool stuff!
I never thought I would get the chance.
Species: Fannin sheep
Date taken: August 9, 2017
Location where taken: Ogilvie
Mountains, Yukon
Outfitter: Blackstone Outfitters –
Jim Fink
Guides: Logan & Kasey Fink
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Allyn Ladd (AR) with his Fannin sheep taken
from the Ogilvie Mountains, Yukon, August
2017. Allyn hunted with
Blackstone Outfitters.

Sandy Curtis (TX) submitted the
following hunt report:
I have recently returned from a
hunt in Spain with Antonio Teruel of
Iberhunting – Spain. This was a hunt
that was purchased at the Grand Slam
Club/Ovis Slam Quest Convention in
2017.
From an organizational standpoint,
Antonio of Iberhunting was excellent!
He provided me with the necessary
information to book the hunt and
details on needed gear and what I

Sandy Curtis (TX, left) with Antonio Teruel
(right) of Iberhunting and Sandy’s European
mouflon taken in Spain during 2018.

Sandy Curtis (TX) with his Gredos ibex taken
from Spain in 2018. Sandy was hunting with
Iberhunting.
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TOM RICE
Tom Rice (NV) really got after
the Capra goats of the world over
the past few years to achieve his
Capra World Slam milestone.
Tom sent only the basic
information required to document
his trophies. In 2017 Tom traveled
to Mongolia where he connected
on a fine Altay ibex. The following year Tom took an
Alpine ibex in Switzerland as his 11th Capra species,
and he completed his Capra World Slam with a bezoar
ibex in Turkey.
Tom Rice (NV) with his Altay ibex from Mongolia, 2017.

Tom Rice (NV) and his 2018 Alpine ibex.

This Southeastern ibex was taken from Spain
in 2018 by Sandy Curtis (TX, right). Sandy
was hunting with Antonio Teruel (left) of
Iberhunting.
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This bezoar ibex from Turkey completed the Capra World Slam for
Tom Rice (NV) in 2018.

could expect. The accommodations
were very comfortable and enjoyable.
Antonio was an excellent guide and I
was able to harvest four species during
this 10-day hunt. Unfortunately, due to
weather conditions, we were unable to
hunt the chamois. Having early success
allowed Antonio to show me some of the
sights and take in some of the excellent
cuisine that Spain has to offer. I would
recommend this hunt to anyone who
is starting or finishing an ibex Slam. I
appreciate the time and effort Antonio
put into making this hunt as advertised
and as expected.

Sandy Curtis (TX, left) with Antonio Teruel
(right) of Iberhunting and his fallow deer
taken in Spain during 2018.
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